Case study: Factor model for fund performance evaluation
1. Scenario
A wealth advisory client desired an analytical tool and models to evaluate the performance of their monitored Australian equity, Global equity, and
Emerging market equity funds. The client requested Foresight Analytics to build robust factor models that can explain systematic movement in stocks
and then performance of portfolios of stocks from these markets and regions.
2. Challenge
The main challenge was that stock markets offer countless types of data with diverse complexity and frequency. It is, therefore, not easy to isolate a limited
set of factors that have meaningfully predictable ability. Nonetheless, finance researchers have devoted great effort in finding these factors. Harvey, Liu,
and Zhu (2016) documented 316 “factors” candidates suggested in 313 research papers with the majority being identified during the last 15 years. This
increasing number of newly proposed factors in voluminous literature introduces another challenge in determining the relevant factors that are applicable
to the client’s monitored funds.
3. Modelling and Analytics
In order to address these challenges and solve the client’s problems, Foresight reviewed 40 years of factor research in explaining the cross-section of
expected returns and applied a protocol for factor identification introduced by Pukthuanthong, Roll and Subrahmanyam (2018). From that, Foresight selected
factors that passed the protocol and were relevant for each of the client’s asset class, namely Australian equity, Global equity and Emerging market equity. Using the
selected factors, Foresight employed the classical linear regression framework to build models that can explain the client’s monitored funds. The models help in fund
manager appraisal and selection by distinguishing skilled managers from unskilled ones.
Outcome
Foresight built an interactive tool for the client to provide:
➢ A comprehensive picture of factors that drive a fund’s returns and risks.

➢ Each element of the above dashboard is then expanded with greater details. Below is an example of a detailed analysis on how each factor has driven a
fund’s risk over time.
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